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Gendered Curriculum and Teaching—Class 
Experiences of Senior High School Students 
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This article is part of a research project sponsored by the National Science Council. The 

entire purpose of the project is to problemtize the gender aspect of youth subculture and 

understand profoundly their gender experiences in school. Indeed, since the 1970s scholars 

have indicated gender as a major organizing principle in school life, such as school uniforms, 

subject areas, administrative practice, classroom activities, space utilization. Each of them all 

embodies gender in explicit and implicit ways. Some call it the gender regime while others the 

gender code (Acker, 1988), which entails curriculum and teaching which both shape and reflect 

students’ gender experiences in school ( Connell, 2000; Kessler et al, 1985). In the field of 

curriculum studies, Goodlad (1979) pointed out long ago the gap between and among different 

levels of curriculum, but the level of experiential curriculum has still not received adequate 

research attention in existing literature. And the lack of students’ perspectives in research 

symbolizes their disadvantaged position (Wood, 2003). This study attempts to address this 

insufficiency. Based on a co-educational senior high school located in the southern region of 

Taiwan, one class is selected from every different group, named the first, second, and third 

subject category and thus there are three classes in total. Each class is divided into ten groups 

and a focus group interview is conducted every week A similar interview guide is used in order 

to analyze collected data and make constant comparisons. Two other articles have been 

presented with respect to how gender influences high school students’ subject choice and peer 

interaction. This article focuses on students’ self report and group discussion about the topic of 

the curriculum and teaching with gender implications, including which courses or classes 

mention about gender-related issues, how they are taught, how students respond. It intends to 

draw out some suggestions for reforming the current high school curricula and promoting 

gender equity education in senior high. 
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